Case Studies
Since 2015 Mrs. Kamalbai Ghurband from Nanded,
Maharashtra has been practicing agriculture on a
leased land of 2 acres adopting the salient features of
One Acre Model. In addition to the tremendous
economic benefit Kamalbai experienced a complete
health transformation from doctors suggesting a knee
replacement to an active and regular engagement on
her farmland without any medical help.
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The Transformation Story

Life Before Implementing One Acre Model
Mrs. KamlabaiGhurband from KalambarKhurdo village of Nanded,
Maharashtra is an experienced farmer. She has always managed the farm in
entirety as her husband worked in a sugarcane factory. Traditionally the
family has been growing 3 major crops in their 4-acreland – Jawar, Cotton
and Soyabean, out of which only Jawar was consumable. Besides they used
to grow a meagre amount of pulses for self-consumption leaving most of the
food items to be procured from the market. This In addition to that scarcity
of water disallowed the Ghurband family an improved yield which restricted
the on-farm income to not more than INR 65,000 per annum. Moreover,
heavy usage of chemical fertilizers and pesticides not only made their land
ecologically unsustainable but also made a substantial dent in their wallet.
In the last few years Kamlabai’s health underwent a massive deterioration
to the extent that the doctors advised a knee replacement for her to walk
properly. This was primarily due to obesity led by consumption of purchased
food items and the consequent impact on her limbs.
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“We need not
visit the doctor
for the past
two years. I’m
very happy”
Husband of
Kamlabai
Ghurband

INR 72,000
selling Milk
Diversification of Livelihood

In 2015 Kamlabai attended one of the trainings organized by
Swayam SikshanPrayog, got inspired and decided to adopt the one
acre model practices on their land. Her ever encouraging husband
supported her readily in the decision and partnered in this initiative.
The family took a 2-acre land on lease for implementing the One
Acre Model principles and started growing vegetables and wheat, for
which otherwise the family used to spend around INR 20,000 per
annum.
Integrating livestock post adoption of the model has helped the
family eliminate chemical inputs thereby going completely
organic.Livestock has also helped the family generate an alternate
livelihood by selling cow milk worth INR 72,000 a year.
Daily close engagements on the farm had made Kamlabaiphysically
active and improved her fitness which resulted into a monthly
average savings of INR 4000 on health.
Today Kamlabai grows 13 different consumable crops on her land
and protects the health, nutrition and food security of the family
with a sustainable farming model.

“

She is my teacher and I’m working on the
field as her student under her guidance
Husband of Kamlabai Ghurband
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Economic Impact (per acre of land)
through farming
post One Acre Model Adoption

Net Value Creation Through One Acre Model
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Impacts of One Acre Model on Ghurband Family
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